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Can Bayesianism Accommodate Higher Order Defeat?
Abstract: Sometimes we get evidence which suggests that our beliefs aren't rational. This
might come from learning that people with the same evidence reach different conclusions,
that we're under the influence of mind-distorting drugs, fatigued, subject to implicit biases,
or that our beliefs have been impacted in potentially problematic ways by social or
evolutionary forces. In this paper I'll consider whether reducing confidence substantially
in response to this type of evidence can be accommodated in a Bayesian framework. I'll
show that thinking of such revisions as Bayesian, while possible, brings with it a set of
substantial and controversial commitments. For those who find these commitments
unattractive, I'll end with sketching a non-Bayesian alternative.
1. Introduction
Can Bayesianism1 accommodate the phenomenon of higher order defeat and if so how?
To make the question more precise, consider a version of a now classic toy case from the literature
on higher order evidence2:
Hypoxia: You’re a cargo pilot who was hired to fly from London to Philadelphia to deliver
some goods. While in the air you get a message from your employer. They inform you
that, due to some recent developments, it would be better for the goods to be delivered to
Los Angeles rather than Philadelphia. Unfortunately, they can't afford a refueling stop, but
they're wondering whether you have enough fuel in your tank to safely make it to Los
Angeles. At this point your credence that you have enough fuel to make it to Los Angeles
(call this proposition L) is 0.5.
You know that you can easily gather evidence that will support a high credence in either L
or ~L, and, that upon considering the evidence, you will judge either that L or that ~L on

Bayesianism is a model of belief according to which (a) beliefs come (or should come) in degrees that can be
represented by a probability function (a function satisfying certain axioms that assigns numbers between 0 and 1 to
each proposition where the assigned number represents the agent's degree of confidence in that proposition) and (b)
agents update (or should update) their beliefs by conditionalization. This means that if all the agent learns between
times t1 and t2 is the proposition E, then the agent's opinions at t2 should be whatever they were at t1 on the
supposition that E. We express the probability of A on the supposition that B (or "conditional on B") using the notation:
"Pr(A|B)". I'll be restricting my attention to classical conditionalization. See note 22 for a brief discussion of Jeffreyconditionalization.
2 I believe hypoxia was first discussed in the higher order evidence literature in Elga (ms.). It has been discussed by
many others since.
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its basis.3 You gather some evidence E: information concerning gauges, dials and maps.
After considering the evidence you rationally assign a high credence (let's say 0.99) to the
proposition that you have enough fuel in the tank to make it to Los Angeles.
You then get a call from ground control. They alert that you're flying at an altitude which
puts you at risk for hypoxia: a condition that impairs one's ability to reason properly, even
though everything seems normal. Pilots reasoning at your altitude, you are informed,
reason in a way that is no better than chance concerning such matters. Call the information
you get from ground control “H.”
The defeatist verdict: Your credence in L after you learn you H, should go back to
0.5, or thereabouts.
In what follows I'll often leave out "or thereabouts" and assume that the defeatist verdict is that
your credence should be 0.5. I don’t believe much rests on it being exactly 0.5. I’m quite confident
that the results I describe contain equalities that would be approached as the defeatist verdict
approaches 0.5, though I don’t provide a proof for this.
My question is as follows: can an account of rationality according to which one starts one's
epistemic life with the/a rational prior probability function, and classically conditionalizes on one's
total evidence at every point, deliver the defeatist verdict in Hypoxia and similar cases?
One would hope so. Bayesianism is an extremely fruitful and explanatory framework in
epistemology, and defeatist verdicts are highly intuitive and capture basic elements of our day-today reasoning. If it turns out that Bayesianism can't capture the defeatist verdicts, but we find the
general Bayesian picture attractive, then we'll need to either give up on the idea that the defeatist's
recommendations are rational, or accept that certain departures from Bayesianism are sometimes
permitted or required. If we go the latter route (which, to lay my cards on the table, I think is the
better of the two) then some explanation is required of why, given the appeals of Bayesianism, these
kinds of departures are warranted.

I'll say more about what constitutes a judgment later. For now, I'll rely on your pre-theoretical understanding of the
notion.
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I am by no means the first to question the extent to which Bayesianism and defeatism are
compatible. An initial worry you might have about their compatibility is that, arguably logical ,and
mathematical beliefs can be defeated (Christensen (2010)), and uncertainty about logic and
mathematics have never sat particularly comfortably with Bayesianism. But I don't take this to be
a good motivation for giving up on a Bayesian account of defeat from the get-go for two reasons:
First, logical omniscience is a general challenge to Bayesianism, and there is no reason the defeatist
can't avail herself to any of the variety of approaches to logical uncertainty Bayesians have
defended.4 Second, there are plenty of cases of defeat in the literature that don't involve any logical
or mathematical reasoning.5 And if Bayesianism can't deal with defeat in the non-logical cases,
then the issue raised by defeat is not just the problem of logical omniscience.
Setting logical omniscience worries aside, there are a number of other problems that have
been raised for a Bayesian account of defeat. I believe, however, that the arguments that have
been offered so far that point to a tension between Bayesianism and higher order defeat are
problematic. I survey these arguments and explain why I think they don't succeed in Appendix 1.
Given that, as I argue in the appendix, existing arguments don't doom a Bayesian account, I believe
a fresh investigation into the question is in order. (These considerations are in an appendix not
because they are unimportant – they play a significant role in motivating the current project – but
simply because one can follow the arguments I'll offer below without getting into the nitty-gritties
of this particular literature).
One last note before delving in: many of the real-life exciting cases of higher order evidence
are more complicated and controversial than Hypoxia: they include questions concerning how to
respond to peer disagreement about major social and political questions, learning that some of our
beliefs were caused by going to certain schools, growing up in certain communities, or our
evolutionary history. Many of these cases raise issues that don't arise in a simple toy case like
Hypoxia. For most of the paper I'm not going to engage with all of the fascinating questions these
more complex cases bring up. My thought is that if a Bayesian can't account for defeat in a simple
For a survey see Halpern and Pucella (2011). For a smattering of approaches see Hacking (1967), Garber (1983),
Stalnaker (1991), Gaifman (2004), Seidenfeld et al. (2012), Dogramaci (2018), Skipper and Bjerring (forthcoming),
Pettigrew (forthcoming) and Elga and Rayo (ms.)
5
They include sleepy detectives reasoning about who committed a crime (Horowitz (2014)), people with implicit bias
considering job applications (Christensen (2019)), wishful thinking about the behavior of a college president (Avnur
and Scott-Kakures (2015)), social influences on religious belief (White (2010), Schoenfield (2012), Pittard (2019)),
alcoholic influences on judgments about whether some animal is kosher (Isaacs (forthcoming)) and subliminal
messaging influencing our views about the efficacy of pet therapy (Vavova (2018)) to name just a few examples.
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and relatively uncontroversial case like Hypoxia, chances are slim that they will be able to offer a
satisfying account of defeat in more complicated cases.
In what follows I'll lay out the entailments of a Bayesian account of defeat. While some
might be perfectly happy with the resulting view, I suspect others will find them unattractive. If
you don't like what the Bayesian picture looks like, but are sympathetic to both defeatist verdicts
and Bayesianism in general (as I am), I'll end with a sketch of a non-Bayesian alterative that explains
why there is sometimes a local the departure from Bayesianism in the presence of higher order
defeators.
2. How Higher Order Defeat Works: The Higher Order Part
In this section I wish to make explicit a (not very controversial) assumption about how
higher order defeat works that will be important for what follows. The assumption is that according
to defeatism, higher order evidence like H is, indeed, higher order.
Higher Order Evidence is Higher Order (HOE is HO): The reduction of confidence in L that
results from learning H, is explained by a reduction of confidence in some higher-order
proposition about the relation between the initial body of evidence E, and L.
The relation between E and L will be something along the lines of "Evidence E supports L6 " "It's
rational to believe L given E" or "L is likely given E7 " (pick your favorite).
In what follows I'll use "RatEL" to refer to whichever true higher order proposition
concerning the relation between E and L the defeatist thinks is such that learning H justifies a

6

As is well known, what is supported by a body of evidence is relative to one's background information. Throughout,
when I talk about what is supported by E, that is intended to be relative to whatever background information you
acquired prior to getting on the plane. Similarly, when I describe you as having E as your total evidence once on the
plane, what I really mean is that your total evidence on the plane is E plus any background information you had before
boarding the plane.
7
Here the "likely" might refer to evidential probability (Williamson (2000)) if you're an objective Bayesianism, or what's
warranted given your own priors (Mecham (2013)) if you're a subjective Bayesian. It might be an expression of a plan
to be highly confident that L when your evidence is E, an endorsement of high confidence in L in response to E, or an
expression of some kind of conditional credence in L given E (Yalcin (2007, 2012), Rothschild (2012)). But two things
"likely" does not mean are: (a) likelihood –" L is likely given E" is about Pr(L|E) not Pr(E|L), and (b) objective chance
– at least if that is understood in terms of some chancy process like a coin flip.
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reduction of confidence in it. I'll use the phrases above (L is likely given E, rational given E,
supported by E etc.) interchangeably, but feel free to substitute you favorite consistently throughout.
RatEL: L is likely given E/supported by E/it is rational to be confident in L given E
RatE~L: ~L is likely given E/supported by E/it is rational to be confident in ~L given E
Two quick notes about this proposition: First, because it's stipulated that E supports one of
L or ~L and you know this RatE~L is equivalent to ~RatEL.
~RatEL if and only if RatE~L
Second, RatEL is not a proposition about entailment relations. While it may be that in
some spellings out of Hypoxia some of the reasoning you do involves reasoning about entailment
relations– the reasoning in Hypoxia needn't be all be mathematical (you might be considering what
flight path you'd most likely be routed on if you were to fly to L.A during this time of day for
example). More importantly, as I mentioned earlier, many cases of defeat involve no entailment
relations at all. So to allow the account to generalize to a broad range of defeat cases it is important
to think of RatEL as a proposition about what makes L likely, not what makes L certain.
To get an intuitive sense of why HOE is HO is plausible, imagine that ground control's
message went as follows: "We need to alert you that you're at significant risk for hypoxia. However,
we have just examined all of the evidence E that you collected and we assure you that it does indeed
make it very likely that you have enough fuel to make it to Los Angeles." In this case, there's no
defeat (or the defeat is defeated). That's because the defeat of L in the original case took hold by
challenging your belief that L is well-suppored by E. Once the case is set up so you have no reason
to doubt that L is supported by E, H is no longer a threat to your belief that L.
A more theoretical picture in the background motivating HOE is HO is this: philosophers
who take higher order defeat seriously tend to endorse some sort of bridge principle between higher
and lower order beliefs: These bridge – or anti-akrasia – principles say, very roughly, that that your
views about P, and your views about the rationality of believing P given the evidence, can't (with a
few exceptions) come too far apart. (Indeed those skeptical of the power of higher order defeat often
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develop their skepticism by rejecting just such bridge principles8). There is still quite a bit of debate
about which bridge principle is correct so I don't want to pin any particular principle on the defeatist.
For the connoisseurs: I won't be relying on anything stronger than Elga's (2013) NRR (but applied
specifically to ur-prior conditional probabilities (see note 10)). However, I also don't need to assume
that it holds universally.9 All I'll need is that the defeatist thinks that certain forms of akrasia in very
ordinary cases (no bizarre professors who recommend akrasia to their naïve students) are
irrational.10 And that, as Christensen (2010) writes, higher order defeat cases are cases in which
"evidence rationalizes a change of belief precisely because it indicates that my former beliefs were rationally
sub-par" (p.185, emphasis added).
So, to sum up, I'll be working with a picture of defeat on which evidence like H acts most
directly on your credence that RatEL, and because of the way your credence in RatEL and L
should be related to one another, a significant reduction of confidence in RatEL is responsible for
dragging down your credence in L.
Just as with L, I'll keep things simple by assuming that upon learning H your credence in
RatEL goes down to exactly 0.5. In other words, I’ll be assuming from here on out that (according

For instance Wedgwood (2011), Coates (2012), Lasonen Aarnio (2014), and Weatherson (ms.).
For defenses and discussion of a variety of different bridge principles see e.g. Feldman (2005), Christensen (2012),
Elga (2013), Greco (2014), Horowitz (2014), Ramussen et al. (2018), Dorst (2019) and Dorst et al. (ms.). For arguments
against bridge principles see Williamson (2011, 2014), Wedgood (2011), Coates (2012), Lasonen Aarnio (2014, 2015,
2020), Barnett (forthcoming) and Weatherson (ms.). Worsnip (2018) argues that a bridge principle can be a
requirement of coherence but not of evidence-responsiveness. The only example of a defeatist I'm aware of who rejects
even very weak bridge principles, like Elga's (2013) NRR (this principle avoids the worries about clocks and dartboards
raised in Williamson (2011,2014) and Horowitz (2014)) is Christensen (forthcoming). However, his reasons for rejecting
the principle involve a very specific type of counterexample (based on a case from Barnett (forthcoming)), in which
one gets testimonial evidence that rationality is not in general accuracy-conducive. In effect, an expert recommends
that you be akratic in these examples. Christensen writes: "The present cases are fully consistent with the usual silliness
of frankly akratic subjects, and the irrationality of most akrasia. In fact, they help explain it: in most ordinary cases,
subjects are rational to expect that rationality and accuracy go hand-in-hand" (11). The cases I'll be focused on fall
into the category of cases in which Christensen would regard akrasia as exhibiting "the usual silliness" so I take
Christensen to be amongst the defeatists who accepts HOE is HO and who will be sympathetic to the anti-akratic
judgments I'll be appealing to in this paper.
10 You might be wondering why these anti-akrasia principles could be relevant to cases of higher order defeat. After
all once you receive H your total evidence isn't E but E&H. So why do propositions about the rationality of believing
L given E matter at all? To avoid this problem, appeal to bridge principles in the context of defeat needs be done with
care. One way to avoid this problem is for the defeatist to endorse a version of Dorst's (2019) "Hifi" or Elga's (2013)
NRR but modified slightly so that it's described in terms of the conditional probabilities of the rational ur-prior: Let
Pr be the rational ur-prior and let Pr* be Pr(⋅|Pr is rational). Then the bridge principle is: Pr(Q|E) = ExpPr[Pr*(Q|E)].
Since Pr* is certain of what the rational ur-prior is, and thereby certain of what is rational given E, H won't have any
defeating effect on Pr* and so deferring to Pr* about its opinions given E will be the same as deferring to Pr* about its
opinions given E&H.
8
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to defeatism) when you learn that you were reasoning under hypoxic conditions you become
agnostic about whether the conclusion you reached is the one that E supports.
It will be helpful in what follows to also have a version of Hypoxia in mind in which the
agent never gets E, but nonetheless thinks through (just for the fun of it) how likely L is given E
while on the plane. In this version of the case, our agent engages in the very same type of reasoning
that happens in Hypoxia: it's just rather than reasoning from E to L, this agent reasons from the
supposition that E, to the conclusion that L is likely given E (RatEL). If such an agent were to get a
defeater like H ("you are reasoning under conditions which produce results no better than chance")
the defeatist should think that her credence in RatEL ought to go to 0.5 just as it would in the
original case.
Why is this? Suppose for reductio that, according to Bayesian defeatism, the reasoning-forfun agent should adopt a credence that is not equal to 0.5 in RatEL upon learning H. The bridge
principles will require that the agent's credence in L conditional on E also not be equal to 0.5.11
Now suppose that the agent goes ahead and learns E. If she conditionalizes, she'll end up with a
credence other than 0.5 in L (since her credence in L conditional on E was not 0.5). But at this
point our revised case is just like the original Hypoxia case except for the order in which the evidence
was received. In the original case the agent learned E and then H, and in this case she learns H
and then E. Since a classical Bayesian thinks that the order in which you learn evidence makes no
difference, she must think that even in the original Hypoxia case your credence in L shouldn't be
0.5 once you learn H. But this contradicts the defeatist verdict.
Another way of putting the point: on a standard Bayesian story, E is not evidence for what
is likely given E. (If it were, conditionalization wouldn't be a good update procedure). So when it
comes to considering the evidence that bears on the agent's credence about what is likely to be true
given E, or what the rational response to learning E is, having E in hand will make no difference.
Because the defeatist verdict must hold for RatEL whether or not the agent is in possession
of E, when thinking through how conditionalization goes for the defeatist when it comes to the
proposition RatEL, I will sometimes leave "E" out. In a similar vein, when I talk about the agent
"judging that L" in response to E, that is meant to cover both the case in which the agent has E in
hand (and so the judgment is in L unconditionally), and the case in which she is reasoning purely

11

This follows from both Elga's (2013) NRR and the ur-prior version of it described in note 10.
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suppositionally (and so the judgment in question is the judgment that L is likely given E, and not a
judgment that L.).
3. How Higher Order Defeat Works: The Defeat Part
In the previous section I focused on the "higher-order" aspect of defeat. There is one more
aspect of the mechanics of defeat that needs to be addressed before we see what follows from
combining defeatism with Bayesianism. This concerns exactly what it is that you learn from the
defeator, in our case: H.
H, I assume is a proposition that casts doubt on the reliability of a certain cognitive process
that occurred while you are on the plane. (If the process didn't take place on the plane facts about
the effects of high altitude would be irrelevant). H tells you that the cognitive process you engaged
in produces results no better than chance. This means that learning H is a lot like learning that a
fair coin was flipped in your brain to determine which of two propositions would be the output of
this process. This is quite an extreme form of defeat. We can also imagine cases in which, hypoxia
is not quite as bad as that. Perhaps instead, it's more like a coin weighted 0.7 towards Heads is
flipped in your brain. If the coin lands Heads the process produces a truth and if it lands Tails the
process produces a falsehood. In such a case (assuming that, as with L, your prior in the proposition
in question is 0.5 – see appendix 1 for the role that priors play in cases of defeat) the defeatist won't
think that your credence in the output of this process should be 0.5. Instead she'll think that (at
least when the output of the cognitive process corresponds with what is rational) your credence in
the proposition in question should be 0.7.
So H tells you how reliable a certain cognitive process is. I've been talking about the
"output" of this process. Two questions now arise: first, what kind of attitude do you have towards
the "output" of this process in a case like Hypoxia? I've been calling the attitude a judgment – but
what exactly is a judgment? Second, what is the content of the propositions output by the process
in question in Hypoxia? I'll start with the second question:
In the original Hypoxia case, both RatEL and L are defeated by learning H. (Recall "HOE
is HO"). For on the defeatist picture H most directly impacts your credence in RatEL (Recall: you
reduce confidence in L "precisely because [H] indicates that [your] former beliefs were rationally
sub-par" (Christensen (2010) p. 185)). However, in the version of Hypoxia where you're reasoning
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just for fun, only RatEL is defeated by learning H (you never form an unconditional high credence
or judgment in L). Let's focus on this latter version for a moment.
Recall that I argued earlier that if the defeatist is a Bayesian, and so committed to
conditionalization, she must think that in the reasoning-for-fun case, upon learning H, your
credence in RatEL should go down to 0.5 (otherwise the order in which you learn evidence matters).
So in the reasoning-for-fun case the proposition which is such that it is the output-of-a-processwhose-reliability-is-cast-doubt-on-when-you-learn H is RatEL. If RatEL were not the output of a
such a process, then learning H would have no effect on your credence in RatEL. Of course there
might be fantastical versions of the case in which H impacts your credence in RatEL for some
other reason. For example, imagine that your guru (who also has magical powers) assures you that
you learn H if and only if their credence in RatEL is 0.5. In such a case learning H might result in
a 0.5 credence that RatEL but not because of doubt that’s cast on the reliability of some process –
but because H is evidence for what your guru's credence is. However, this is not the sort of case I
have in mind. We can stipulate that in Hypoxia the only way in which H bears your credence in
RatEL is that it tells you something about the reliability of a certain cognitive process that took
place on the plane.
So where's we are: we know that in the reasoning-for-fun case RatEL is defeated by H.
Under the assumption that the only thing you learn from H is a fact about the reliability of a
cognitive process that occurred while on the plane, it follows that RatEL is the output of some
cognitive process that occurred on the plane. But what kind of attitude is the output of the cognitive
process that occurred on the plane? I've been calling the attitudes in question "judgments" but
what is a judgment?
The simplest account of a judgment would be something like a belief or a high credence.
However, it can't just be that. For if you think of credences dispositionally, you might think that
even before getting on the plane you thought L was likely given E in virtue of the fact that you
were disposed to take certain conditional bets, or become confident in L upon learning E, or
whatever you favorite story is of non-occurrent credences. If your high credence or belief in RatEL
was formed before you ever boarded the plane, then of course H doesn’t cast any doubt on the
process that resulted in that belief. So if we want to allow for the possibility that you had a high
credence for years before this plane ride ever took place, and before ever entertaining E and L,
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what I'm calling "the judgment" you form that RatEL upon engaging in the reasoning while on
the plane, can't just amount to a high credence in RatEL.
If not a high credence or a belief what is a judgment? It might be something like a conscious
or occurently held belief or judgment. I think this gets close, but isn't quite right. For we might want
to allow for the possibility that somebody learns H before engaging in the reasoning, and so at no
point do they ever actually believe the output of the reasoning-process – they don't trust the process
from the get-go. So I think it would be better to think of the attitude in question as something less
committal than a belief: perhaps it's a seeming as if RatEL is true. In any case, there are a variety of
ways you might think about what a judgment is. What's crucial though is that the judgment be
something that was formed on the plane (as opposed to on the ground) – for otherwise it was not
formed by a process that H casts doubt on, and so it is not a proposition subject to defeat by H.
In what follows "JEL" will be the proposition that you judged that L is likely given E. This
covers your judgment both in Hypoxia, where evidence E is in hand, and in the reasoning-for-fun
case. Since we're considering cases in which you know that upon considering E you'll judge that
one of L or ~L is likely given E, we can treat the proposition that you judge ~L to be likely given
E as the negation of JEL.12 So for ease of reference here are our named propositions:
RatEL: L is likely given E
~RatEL: ~L is likely given E (for recall ~RatEL is equivalent to RatE~L)
JEL: you judge L to be likely given E
~JEL: you judge ~L to be likely given E
This ends my discussion of the mechanics of defeat. It's now time to consider what a
Bayesian picture of defeat will entail. The last step before describing these consequences is to
present the formal setup I'll be using, and make explicit some features of the Hypoxia cases that will
be appealed to in the derivations. The following section can be skipped without losing the main
thread.

That you know you'll judge one or the other is a stipulation of the case. I suspect the results below will go through
without this stipulation, but the derivations will be much more complicated. I also think the stipulation is harmless.
For if the Bayesian account of defeat is going to work – it should work in such a case as well. And since a judgment is
a very weak attitude – it needn't even entail an opinionated credence – to say that you know that in response to the
evidence you'll form one of two judgments is not at all unrealistic.
12
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4. Setup and Assumptions
This section can be skipped without losing the main thread
In 4.1, I'll describe the formal setup and in 4.2 I'll describe the assumptions that I’m
making about the defeatist verdict.
4.1. Setup
Let PrJEL be your probability function upon forming judgment that E supports L, (and prior to
receiving the evidence about hypoxia (H)).
If conditionalization on H is going to result in a 0.5 credence that RatEL (as the defeatist
requires) this means that, prior to learning H, your credence that RatEL conditional on H must be
0.5. That is, the Bayesian defeatist needs that:
PrJEL(RatEL|H) = 0.5.
My strategy will be to work backwards.13 Given that this is the result the defeatist needs, what
constraints does that impose on the prior probability function?
The first step will be to use Bayes theorem to see how PrJEL(RatEL|H) depends on three
values highlighted in green, yellow and red below:

PrJEL(RatEL|H) = 0.5 =

Pr JEL(H|RatEL)Pr JEL(RatEL)
PrJEL(H|RatEL)PrJEL(RatEL)+PrJEL(H|RatE~L)PrJEL(RatE~L)

(Note that since you're since you're certain that E supports one of L or ~L, RatEL and RatE~L
form a partition. Thus, the denominator is just the probability of H).
Let’s take a look at and name these three values:
r = PrJEL(RatEL)
This is just how confident you should be in the (true) proposition that E supports L, upon
judging that L is likely given E, in the absence of defeat.
A working-backwards strategy like this one is also what White (2009) uses in his discussion of disagreement. See
Appendix 1 for the worries I have about his setup.
13
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h = PrJEL(H|RatE~L)
I’m supposing that the defeatist thinks that, even in the absence of defeat, while you can be
highly confident that E supports L, you shouldn’t be certain. You should leave open the possibility,
however unlikely, that you made a mistake and that in fact E supports ~L. (I assume this because
a Bayesian account of defeat won’t get off the ground without this assumption: if you were to start
out certain that E supports L, conditionalization on anything will retain that certainty. See Dorst
(2019) for some nice formal models of this kind of rational uncertainty).
What h describes is how likely you think it is, in the absence of defeat, that you’re under
hypoxic conditions on the supposition that you judged irrationally. The sorts of considerations that will be
relevant here are ones like: what sorts of things might cause an irrational judgment? If I made an
irrational judgment how likely is it due to something like hypoxia as opposed to say, fatigue or
random error?
h’ = PrJEL(H|RatEL)
Instead of considering the probability that you’re under hypoxic conditions on the
supposition that your judgment is irrational, h’ has you consider the likelihood that you’re under
hypoxic conditions on the supposition that you judged rationally.
Note that there are many probabilistically coherent ways of plugging in numbers to the
three colored values that are consistent with the description of the case that won’t yield 0.5.
Suppose, for example, that you thought that, in the absence of defeat, it was rational for you to be
0.99 confident that judging L is rational in response to E. And suppose the log book told you that
40% of irrational judgments were made under hypoxic conditions, while only 4.4% of rational
judgments were made under hypoxic conditions (these numbers are compatible with the claim that
under hypoxic conditions people do no better chance). Plugging in these numbers yields the result
that you should be 92% confident that your judgment was rational upon learning H. So, if these
are the values we plug in, learning H will result in a reduction of confidence (you started out 99%
confident), but it won’t take you anywhere near 0.5.
So how do we guarantee that the green, yellow and red values are set in such a way that
yields 0.5? The key fact from which the consequences I’ll describe below follow, is that if
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conditionalizing on H yields a 0.5 credence in RatEL (in other words, if the colorful equation holds),
then
r = h/(h+h’).
The proof (just some algebra) is in Appendix 2. Before describing the consequences that follow
from this, I want to list the assumptions I'm making about Hypoxia that are needed to derive them.
These assumptions are either idealizations, built into the case, or into at least some plausible ways
of filling out the case.
4.2. Assumptions
Assumption 1: Your credences are all along precise and probabilistic.
Assumption 2:
2a) You are rationally certain all along that the evidence E supports either a high credence in L or
an equally high credence in ~L (and it's not the case that it supports both – in other words, it's not
a permissive case). So:
(2a) At every point, your probability function pr is such that:
pr (RatEL V RatE~L) = 1 and pr(RatEL & RatE~L) = 0
2b) You are not at any point rationally certain that E supports L (without this assumption
conditionalization doesn't have a chance of yielding defeat). So:
(2b) At every point in time your probability function pr is such that
pr(RatEL) ≠ 1
2c) You are rationally certain all along that upon considering the evidence (and prior to getting a
defeater) you will judge either that L or that ~L is likely given E and you won't judge that both.
So:
(2c) At every point, your probability function pr is such that:
pr(JEL V ~JEL) = 1 and pr(JEL&~JEL) = 0.
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Assumption 3: All along you regard the probability of forming an irrational judgment under hypoxic
conditions to be the same regardless of whether the evidence supports L or the evidence supports
~L.
In other words, you don't think that if the evidence supports L (and you judge ~L), that's
more or less likely to happen under hypoxic conditions than if the evidence supports ~L (and you
judge L). A case in which this assumption wouldn't hold would be in one in which, for example,
you really want to go to Los Angeles and think that if you make an irrational judgment that L
(when the evidence supports ~L), that's most likely to be due to wishful thinking, and so hypoxia
isn't all that likely supposing you make that irrational judgment, whereas if you make a judgment
that ~L (when the evidence supports L) then hypoxia is more likely to be at play.
So:
(3) At every point in time your probability function pr is such that
pr(H|RatEL&~JEL) = pr(H|RatE~L&JEL)
Assumption 4: Similarly for rational judgments: You regard the likelihood of forming a rational
judgment under hypoxic conditions to be the same regardless of whether L or ~L is supported by
the evidence. So
(4) At every point in time your probability function pr is such that
pr(H|RatEL&JEL) = pr(H|RatE~L&~JEL)
Assumption 5: Prior to making a judgment concerning L, you think that the chance of you forming
a judgment corresponding to what the evidence supports (that L is likely given E, if E supports L,
that ~L is likely given E if E supports ~L) is the same, regardless of which of L or ~L is supported
E. So:
(5) If Pr is your probability function prior to forming a judgment about L
Pr(I will form a rational judgment) = Pr(JEL|RatEL) = Pr(~JEL|RatE~L)
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Note that without this assumption the defeatist verdict would be implausible (or at least, we
wouldn’t have been told enough about the case to determine that it is plausible). If, for example,
even prior to forming a judgment about what was likely given E, you thought it was much more
likely that you would form a rational judgment if E supports L then if it supports ~L, then, if you
go ahead and judge that L, the fact that reasoning performed under hypoxic conditions is basically
useless doesn’t mean you should only be 50% confident that your judgment was rational. For even
setting aside the reasoning you did while hypoxic, you can rely on the fact that you judged that L
(which, even antecedently, you thought had a better shot at being rational) to support the claim
that you judged rationally).
5. The first consequences: Blank Slates
The first consequence of the defeatist view is what I'll call "Blank Slate about Rationality."
It is an entailment of the assumptions listed above that your probability function Pr (the one you
had before you boarded the plane) is agnostic about RatEL.
Blank Slate about Rationality: Pr(RatEL) = 0.5.
And of course this won't just hold for cases of defeat involving flights to Los Angeles. For any
proposition P such that you start out with Pr(P) = 0.5, and that is defeasible in the same way L is
(that is, there some body of evidence E, and some potential higher order defeator D, which satisfies
the assumptions listed above), it will follow that Pr(RatEP) = 0.5.
The proof that Pr(RatEL) = 0.5 follows from the assumptions above is in the appendix.
However, let me try to say some things which, while by no means constituting rigorous proof, will
hopefully get across the spirit of the idea.
According to defeatism, learning that you've judged under circumstances in which your
reasoning is no better than chance in effect will have you revert to your prior. As I discuss in
appendix 1, if we consider a version of Hypoxia in which your plan is to travel to Philadelphia, but
you're then asked to consider whether you enough fuel to make it to Pittsburgh (rather than L.A),
the defeat story will go quite differently. Pittsburgh is pretty close to Philadelphia so your prior
probability, even before looking at the evidence provided by the dials, gauges and so forth, that
you have fuel to make it to Pittsburgh will be quite high – let's say it's 0.98. Suppose now that
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looking at the evidence bumps your credence up from 0.98 to 0.99. What happens when you then
learn that the reasoning you did which took you from 0.98 to 0.99 was done under no-better-thanchance conditions? The defeatist of course doesn't think your credence that you have fuel to make
it to Pittsburgh should shoot all the way down to 0.5. That would be a highly implausible verdict.
Rather, they'll think your credence that you have enough fuel to make it to Pittsburgh in such a
case should be 0.98. Why? Because learning that a certain reasoning process does no better than
chance doesn't take you to some magic number like 0.5, but to whatever your prior happened to
be.
For the same sort of reason, if your prior in RatEL before boarding the plane was anything
above 0.5, learning H wouldn't bring you all the way down to 0.5. The only way to guarantee that
you end up at 0.5 in RatEL upon learning H is to assume you started out at 0.5 in RatEL before
boarding the plane. Let me emphasize that this is by no means a rigorous proof. See Appendix
2 for that. But hopefully this gives some sense of why the defeatist will run into trouble if they
assume that Pr(RatEL) is anything other than 0.5.
Because of the bridge principles the defeatist endorses, if you start with a 0.5 credence that
RatEL, you will also need to be such that Pr(L|E) = 0.5.14
Blank Slate Conditional Probabilities: Pr(L|E) = 0.5
Now, at this point you might be a bit puzzled. If you're supposed to start out with Pr(L|E)
= 0.5, how is it that once you get on the plane and learn E, you're meant to be 0.99 confident that
L? Wouldn't this involve a failure to conditionalize?
6. The second consequences: Judgments screen evidence and Rationality is Easy
Not quite. Or at least, if it turned out that conditionalizing on your evidence once on the
plane in Hypoxia resulted in a 0.5 credence in L, the game would be over for the Bayesian defeatist.
After all, the defeatist isn't a skeptic. It's meant to be the case that in the absence of defeat you were
perfectly rational to have a high confidence in L once you receive evidence that strongly supports
it. And indeed if you never formed a high credence in L, (or a high credence in L given E), what
exactly is being defeated by H?
14

This follows from Elga's (2013) NRR and the slight modification in note 10.
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What the defeatist must say then is that when you're on the plane you don't just learn E.
And indeed in the version of the case where you're reasoning for fun you never learn E. What
bumps your credence up to 0.99 in L and/or RatEL in both versions will be a proposition about
what you judged. So here's how the story must go: let PrJEL be your probability function while on
the plane, after doing the reasoning in the question and judging that L is likely given E, and let Pr
be your probability function prior to boarding the plane. Since the defeatist is committed to
Pr(RatEL) = 0.5, and Pr(L|E) =0.5, if the defeatist thinks that PrJEL(RatEL) = 0.99 and PrJEL(L|E)
= 0.99 (as she should), it must be that Pr(RatEL|JEL) = 0.99 and Pr(L|E&JEL) = 0.99.15 What
all this means is that since Pr(L) = 0.5 and Pr(L|E) = 0.5, really what's doing the work in raising
your credence in L isn't E itself, but what you judged in response to it.16
I borrowed the phrase "judgments screen evidence" from Brian Weatherson (ms.).
Weatherson (ms.) coined the phrase in the course of expressing a concern that defeatism involves
a commitment to the idea that the (first order) evidence has no real role to play in justifying
opinionated credences.17 While a variety of defeatists have rejected the idea that their view has this
consequence,18 that judgments screen evidence is indeed a consequence of the Bayesian defeatist
picture as applied to cases like Hypoxia.
What I'll call "judgments screen evidence" is the combination following claims (which I
argued for above):
Judgments Screen Evidence:
Pr(RatEL)=0.5, Pr(RatEL|JEL) = 0.99

You might object as follows: PrJEL – the probability function the agent has upon having reasoned concerning the
bearing of E on L while on the plane – might know propositions gleaned through reasoning that aren't just about what
she judged. After all, the agent might have reached some intermediate conclusions through reasoning that PrJEL knows
but Pr doesn't. Response: Suppose this is right. And let's imagine that, under the supposition that E, the agent reasons
to L* as an intermediate step in the reasoning towards L. Now consider the following question: is H meant to defeat
the agent's high credence in L* given E? If so, we can simply rewrite the whole case in terms of L* rather than L. If,
however, L* is not defeated by H, but L is, then hypoxia must impact the process that takes the agent from E&L* to
L. if that's how it goes, then we can rewrite the whole case replacing E with E&L*.
16 Here's a slightly different argument for the same conclusion: in the original Hypoxia (where you get E), your credence
in RatEL goes up to 0.99 upon forming your judgment but before getting H. In this case you've learned both E and
that you've judged L to be likely given E. So we have that Pr(RatEL|E&JEL) = 0.99. But because you should regard
E and RatEL as independent (you shouldn't take E to be evidence one way or another for what's probable given E
(otherwise conditionalization would be a bad update procedure) Pr(RatEL|E&JEL) = Pr(RatEL|JEL) = 0.99.
17 For related concerns in the context of peer disagreement see Kelly (2005) and Kelly (2011).
18 See especially Horowitz and Sliwa (2015) and Christensen (2011). Schoenfield (2015a) also explores a view intended
to avoid this consequence.
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(From the bridge principle it will follow from this that):
Pr(L|E) = 0.5, Pr(L|E&JEL) = 0.99.
A related consequence (which I prove in appendix 2) is:
Rationality is Easy: Where ~JEL is the proposition that you judged that ~L is likely given E:
Pr(RatEL|JEL) = 0.99, Pr(~RatEL|~JEL) = 0.99
Pr(L|E&JEL) = 0.99. Pr(~L|E&~JEL) = 0.99
I call this combination of claims "rationality is easy" for the following reason: I'm imagining
that a classical Bayesian thinks that if you start with a/the rational prior and conditionalize
appropriately at every stage, the credal state you end with is (at least propositionally) rational. But
what the above tells us is that while assigning a high credence to L is rational in response to E, if
you judge that L is rational (without such a judgment, assigning a high confidence to E would be
irrational), if you judge that ~L, you should be confident in ~L instead. This means that, so long as
you end up assigning a high credence to what you judge, you'll be rational. Arguably, that's pretty
easy.
I suspect some people might already dislike where we've ended up: You might be averse to
thought that what justifies us in forming a high credence in L in response to E isn't E by all by itself,
but E supplemented with some proposition about our psychology.19 Or maybe you don't like the
commitments of Rationality is Easy, or the thought that our prior in RatEL, and in L given E, must
be 0.5. If you're already wrinkling your nose, then you can stop right here (since things are just
going to get weirder). I, however, will keep going. I think we shouldn't give up too quickly because
both Bayesianism and defeatism have a lot going for them independently. There is, I believe, a
picture underlying the combination of defeatism and Bayesianism – an odd one yes – but a picture
nonetheless, and I think it's worth considering the picture in its entirety before abandoning ship.

19

This might bring to mind a view like Huemer's (2007) phenomenal conservatism.
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7. A Puzzle
Here is the puzzle: RatEL says that E supports L, or makes L likely. But what we've learned
from the Bayesian picture so far is that E doesn't (on its own) favor either of L or ~L, for, recall that
Pr(L|E) = 0.5. Since it's stipulated in the case that RatEL or ~RatEL is true (and indeed that you
know this), but E in fact doesn't favor either of L or ~L there is a tension in the defeatist story as
I've described it so far.
Furthermore, if you know that E alone doesn't favor L or ~L (because, perhaps, you've
read my paper), you'll also know that a judgment that suggests otherwise is false. In other words,
insofar as, upon reasoning about the matter, you judge that L is likely given E, you should think to
yourself "okay, sure – that's what I judged – but that judgment is false. L is neither likely nor
unlikely given E. E is neutral with respect to L." Strangely though, the fact that you form this
judgment about E favoring L – one you should regard as false - is meant to boost your confidence
in L. All very mysterious. In the next section I'll describe what I think the Bayesian should say in
response to this conundrum.
8. The Third Consequence: Multiple Normative Notions
So here's where we are: A judgment that L is likely given E is meant to make you confident
that L is likely given E, even though in fact L isn't likely given E and you may well know this to be
true. This is strange. Furthermore, when you learn H, you're meant to doubt that the credence
you formed in L was a rational response to your evidence. But if you know that you formed a high
credence in whichever proposition you judged, (and you've read my paper) you know that you did
respond rationally to the evidence. In other words, if rationality is that easy, it becomes hard to
imagine learning propositions that give you evidence that you've failed at doing this incredibly easy
thing: essentially, believing what seems right to you.
These considerations combined suggest that the best way forward for the defeatist is to
think that the "Rat" in "RatEL" or the "likely" in "L is likely given E" should not be understood in
terms of the rational prior Pr. That is, "L is likely given E" shouldn't mean, Pr(L|E) = high.20

We also shouldn't take "RatEL" or "L is likely given E" to mean: "Pr(L| E and I judge that L is likely given E) =
high. The first reason for this is that the analogous thing to say concerning "L is unlikely given E" will be: Pr(L|E and
I judge L is unlikely given E) = high. These two claims about Pr are compatible, but RatEL and RatE~L are meant
to be incompatible propositions. Furthermore, the proposition RatEL becomes strangely self-referential on this picture.
To judge RatEL amounts to thinking that L is likely conditional on the very judgment you're making. It's hard to see
20
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Instead the Bayesian defeatist would do best by thinking that the notion of "likely" or "rational"
involved latches on to some meatier normative notion than the cheap kind of rationality that results
from conditionalizing on the rational prior Pr. This other normative notion is one that can't be
sensitive to defeat (if it were the same problem would arise again).
I regard the need to introduce multiple normative notions to be a cost. (Though it’s worth
noting that this won’t be the first time attempts to accommodate higher order defeat have led to
the suggestion that multiple normative notions must be introduced). 21 And insofar as one is
expressivist about normative notions, multiple versions of epistemic rationality are going to require
distinct accounts of what sorts of attitudes are expressed by claims involving these notions, what
distinct functional role they play and so forth. Furthermore, insofar as they come into conflict, we
might find ourselves puzzled about which to be guided by, or which to pursue for the purposes of
getting at the truth. The last thing I’ll point out about the introduction of multiple normative
notions is that it’s not very straightforward what this picture will look like for a Bayesian defeatist
in particular. Are both notions governed by Bayesianism? Are there two distinct sets of ur-priors:
one for rationality1 and one for rationality2? These are not necessarily insurmountable challenges
- just issues that the Bayesian defeatist will need to address.
Summing up: Bayesianism can accommodate higher order defeat, but the picture that
emerges has some consequences that are worth thinking through carefully: On this picture, we
must start out agnostic about (many) propositions concerning evidential support, and so must also
start out with highly agnostic conditional credences about many matters that normally we'd be
inclined to think we are, or should be, opinionated about. We gain justification for forming these
kinds of opinions only through conditionalizing on propositions about our having made certain
judgments about them. On this picture, (for defeasible propositions that you start out agnostic
about) judgments screen evidence and rationality is easy: the main thing you need to do to when
you get evidence about such propositions is believe what seems right to you (in the absence of
defeat). We also need multiple notions of epistemic rationality to avoid the puzzle I raised in section
6. It's a strange picture, but I don't want to issue a verdict about whether this means we should

how one would go about reasoning or deliberating about such a proposition, though it seems perfectly clear that we
can reason and deliberate about what is likely given our evidence.
21 See e.g., van Wietmarschen (2013), Schoenfield (2015b, 2018), Steel (2018) and Worsnip (2018). Horowitz (2019)
and Lasonen Aarnio (2020) raise some challenges to these strategies.
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reject such an account. 22 That I will leave to the reader. However, before ending, I do want to
gesture towards one non-Bayesian alternative for thinking about defeat. To be clear, I don't think
anything in the next section is entailed or even suggested by the arguments so far. There are surely
many non-classical-Bayesian ways of treating defeat.23 What I particularly like about the suggestion
below, is that it allows us to maintain a pretty ordinary Bayesian epistemology – one with
opinionated priors, only one notion of rationality, judgments not screening evidence etc. It does
this by pointing to a specific and localized reason we might sometimes depart from standard
conditionalization.
8. A Non-Bayesian Alternative: Defeat and the Absurd24
The idea I explore in the section is one on which the presence of a defeater makes it the
case that if we subject a belief (or judgment, or high credence) to doubt, in a sense I’ll make precise
below, we’ll be unable to recover that belief from doubt, in a sense I’ll also make precise below.
Maintaining the belief in the presence of a defeator will therefore involve tolerating a certain
amount of what I’ll call “epistemic absurdity.” And, I’ll propose, while we are, in general, willing
to tolerate some epistemic-absurdity, the amount that’s called for in the presence of higher order
defeat cases like Hypoxia is more than we are willing to accept. Filling out the picture will require
some set-up. Let me begin by explaining what I mean by “doubt" using the following example
Stove: You’re walking to work one morning, listening to a podcast. You hear a fictional
story about a house that burned down because someone left the stove on. You start
worrying that you forgot to turn off your stove. You pause for a moment and think: “I
remember cleaning the stove right before I left. If the stove were on, I would have noticed

While I didn’t discuss this in the main body of the text, the Bayesian defeatist is also going to be committed to certain
views about how to accommodate self-locating evidence (see Appendix 1 more detail).
23 One possibility I haven't explored here is a Jeffrey-based account. One thing that makes a Jeffrey-type account of
defeat potentially both very easy and very unsatisfying is that using Jeffrey-conditionalization, you can move from any
probability function Pr1 to any other function Pr2 (over the same algebra), simply by thinking of the new probability
function as the input partition. Given this fact about Jeffrey-conditionalization, the question of whether it can
accommodate defeat is in some sense quite uninteresting without imposing some constraints on what the input
partition should be (see Weisberg (2015) and Miller (2016) for discussion of related points). Another view that involves
a departure from conditionalization suggests that we think of what happens in cases of defeat as information loss
(Levinstein (ms.)). While I am not convinced of the information-loss account, delving into this issue is beyond the scope
of this paper.
24 This is a development of some ideas from [omitted].
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and turned it off. So the stove must be off.” You maintain your belief and move on with
your day.
This is a story in which you subject a belief (that your stove is off) to doubt. What we’re
interested in, when we subject a belief to doubt, is whether we can reason our way to the belief
from what I’ll call “a perspective of doubt” – a perspective that is in some sense less committal than
our usual one. In this case you could: you were able to recover your belief that the stove was off
by appealing to your belief that you cleaned the stove.
Precisely which commitments are set aside when I subject my belief that P to doubt? When
I subjected my belief that the stove was off to doubt I wasn’t willing to rely, of course, on the belief
that the stove was off. There are a number of closely related beliefs that I wasn’t willing to rely on
as well. I wasn’t willing to rely on my belief that I moved the stove knob in a certain direction, that
the stove is off or 2+2 = 5, or that there are no open flames in my kitchen. There are, however,
plenty of commitments that I did not set aside in doubting my belief: for example, that I own a
stove, that I cleaned the stove, and that I came into existence more than five minutes ago. I could
have doubted my belief in a more global way. If I’d set a lot more aside, I would not have been
able to recover the belief from the perspective of doubt. So on the way I’m thinking about the
process of doubting, there is no universal characterization of what we set aside when we doubt a
particular belief. There are indefinitely many ways to doubt corresponding to indefinitely many
perspectives of doubt, and whether we can recover the belief we’ve subjected to doubt depends on
which perspective of doubt we’re considering.25
What the classical skeptical arguments teach us is that if we set aside too much, we won’t
find ourselves back: we’ll end up in the skeptical abyss. Most of us however have learned to live
with this fact. We know we can’t get our ordinary beliefs back if we set aside perception, induction,
memory, other minds and so forth. But we don’t set all that aside. We embrace these commitments
we find ourselves with and live our lives accordingly. This phenomenon, I believe, is the epistemic
Note that this way of thinking about doubt differs from the way AGM belief-revision theorists (Alchourrón et al.
1985) think of “belief contraction.” AGM-theorists are interested in the minimal way of removing a commitment from
one’s belief set. My interest is not in the minimal way of removing a commitment. On my way of thinking, there are
cases in which one doubts one’s belief that P, that involve setting aside Q, and cases in which one doubts P without
setting aside Q. There may will be some constraints on what needs to be removed to count as doubting P, but those
constraints don’t narrow down the possible P-removing perspectives to one. This is not inconsistent with anything
AGM theorists say. They may well be right about what’s involved in minimal revisions. That’s simply not what I’m
talking about here.
25
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analogue of the phenomenon that Nagel, and philosophers in the continental tradition have
dubbed "the absurd." The idea behind “the absurd” that if we take a big step back from our
practical perspective, we find ourselves with no way of returning: our pursuits look trivial and
meaningless. Nonetheless, we engage in them anyway. Here’s a quote from Nagel:
“We see ourselves from outside, and all the contingency and specificity of our aims and
pursuits become clear. Yet when we take this view and recognize what we do as arbitrary,
it does not disengage us from life, and there lies our absurdity.”
What is emphasized less in Nagel and discussions of the absurd is that if we take small step
backs what we do doesn’t look arbitrary. I step back from my commitment to grade papers today.
Does that look arbitrary and absurd? Not at all. I value my students, my job, and following
through on my promises. I step back from my valuing of food. Does that look arbitrary? No. I
value my life and my health and the pleasure I get from eating.
Similarly, for most of my beliefs, including my beliefs about what’s rational: If I take a small
step back I can recover them. If I step back from my belief that my sister lives in Maine I have
multiple routes of recovery: my memory of her moving to Maine, the fact that her mailing address
has a Maine zipcode and so forth. What a defeator does, I'll propose, is block some of the ways of
recovering a belief from doubt that might otherwise be made available. Even taking a small step
back, in such a case, forces me to confront the absurdity (in the sense described above) of
maintaining belief.
Here's why: ordinarily, if you take a small step back and just set aside your belief that some
particular credence you have is rational, you can appeal to facts about your general reliability
about the matter to recover it. But, under hypoxic conditions, if you step back from your belief
that RatEL, you have no way of getting it back. Given these conditions, the perspective in which
you doubt RatEL will therefore recommend giving up that belief.
The proposal then is this: our reaction to epistemic absurdity is not part of the Bayesian
framework. If I trust induction, the mere fact that I can’t justify induction from some more basic
principle doesn’t mean I shouldn’t infer that the next emerald will be green. If my credences assign
a high probability to the next emerald being green, conditional on the observed ones having been
green, Bayesianism will tell me to be confident that the next emerald will be green regardless of
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whether I have some independent motivation for this practice. Insofar as we tend to retreat from
our commitments in face of absurdity, or even just get worried about them, this is not the operation
of Bayesian machinery: it’s something else.
The presence of higher order defeat requires that if we are to maintain belief we must
reconcile ourselves to absurdity. In other words, if we maintain belief in the presence of defeat we
must reconcile ourselves to the fact that if we take just a small step from our belief, we can’t recover
it. While most of us have reconciled ourselves to some degree of absurdity – we know that if we
take a huge step back, our beliefs can’t be recovered – the fact that just a small step back is enough
to undermine our belief is something that tends to make us uncomfortable. We retreat from belief
in such a case, but this is a non-Bayesian and perhaps more deeply human move.
Can this tendency be justified on a normative level? Are there good reasons to tolerate
some amount of absurdity but not others? In other work I argue that it cannot be justified – that
belief-modification in response to absurdity is always an option but there are no epistemic
considerations that will tell in favor of taking that option. Delving in to this issue will take us beyond
the scope of this paper. The point for now is just that one way to think about where Bayesianism
breaks down when it comes to dealing with higher order defeat appeals to the thought that retreats
in the face of epistemic absurdity are not part of the Bayesian machinery, and it is just such a retreat
that is involved in abandoning belief in response to a higher-order defeator.
7. Conclusion
So can a Bayesian accommodate higher order defeat? Yes, but it’s complicated. In this
paper I’ve laid out what I take to be the Bayesian’s best shot at an account of higher order defeat
and the consequences that follow from it. In case that doesn't suit you, I've also offered what I take
to be a promising alternative to a Bayesian way of thinking about defeat which, while non-Bayesian,
is able to accommodate defeat through a very localized departure from Bayesianism, and one that
parallels a phenomenon in our practical lives: coming to grips with the absurd.
Appendix 1: Existing Arguments for a Tension Between Bayesianism and Defeat
In the literature on higher order evidence a number of problems have been raised for a
Bayesian account of defeat. I do not think these arguments are decisive and in this appendix I'll
explain way.
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The first problem is what I'll call the problem of independence26. Here's the idea. Suppose that
the whole flying episode I described above happens on a Monday. Now, before you ever enter this
plane, say on Sunday, you had some conditional credence in L given E. (Maybe you never
consciously considered the question of how likely it was that you'd have enough fuel to make it to
L.A given that the dials and gauges are such and such, but deep down in your credal core - or so
the Bayesian thought goes - you had a view of how likely L was given E that is grounded in various
dispositions you have). Now suppose we examine your credences on Sunday, pre-flight and
consider how likely you think it is that you'd have enough fuel to make it to L.A given that the dials
and gauges are such and such, and that you suffer some mental impairment on Monday. On a
plausible spelling out of the case, adding the mental impairment fact does nothing: On Sunday you
don't think that conditional on facts about your mental states on Monday, L is more or less likely
given E. This then is the problem of independence: On Sunday you regard propositions
concerning mental impairments on Monday as independent of L, on the supposition that E. The
Bayesian mechanism then, will require that once you get E on Monday, you continue to regard
any Monday mental impairments as irrelevant to the question of whether you have enough fuel to
make it to Los Angeles.
There has been some discussion about whether the problem of independence could be
solved by thinking of the higher order evidence as essentially indexical where the relevant
proposition isn't "On Monday so and so is impaired" but rather "I am impaired now." (This
suggestion first appears in Christensen (2010)). Even on Sunday, says this proposal, the proposition
"I am impaired now" should be relevant to how likely you think L is on the supposition that E.
Whether this solution works depends on your views about how to update on essentially indexical
evidence. Schoenfield (2018) argues that the indexical move doesn't help. Bradley (2020) argues
that Schoenfield is wrong. The connections between self-location and higher order evidence are
intriguing – but I'd be surprised if judgments about subtle variants of the sleeping beautify problem
are going to be the key to dealing with higher order evidence. Given that there is a theory of selflocation (Bradley (2020)) that allows the Bayesian to skirt the problem of independence, I think the
arguments appealing to the problem of independence are not decisive.

For discussion of various versions of this problem see Christensen (1994, 2010), Weisberg (2015), Miller (2016),
Schoenfield (2018), Levinstein (ms.), and for a response to Schoenfield (2018) see Bradley (2020).
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The second problem is what I'll call the problem of the priors (Isaacs (forthcoming)). Ideas in
this vicinity are also in Pittard (2019) and White (2009). The worry isn't specifically for the defeatist
verdict in Hypoxia but for a particular generalization of it. To get a feel for the problem consider
the following variant of hypoxia (this case is also discussed in the main text):
Pittsburgh-Hypoxia: You're on your way to Philadelphia to deliver cargo, when you're asked
by your employer whether you could instead deliver the cargo to Pittsburgh. Since
Pittsburgh is quite close to Philadelphia, and you're certain they've fueled your tank
sufficiently to make it to Philadelphia, you're extremely confident you could just as well fly
to Pittsburgh. Your credence that you have enough fuel to make it to Pittsburgh (call this
P) is 0.98. You gain some evidence E by looking at your dials gauges and maps and upon
reasoning through it you end up with a credence of 0.99 that you have enough fuel to make
to Pittsburgh. You then get a message from ground control alerting you that pilots that
reason at the altitude you're flying at tend do no better than chance.
The worry raised by the problem of the priors is based on the thought that a certain
generalization of defeatist verdicts in cases like Hypoxia will recommend that upon learning H you
adopt a credence of 0.5 that you have enough fuel to make it to Pittsburgh. Any view that makes
such a recommendation is of course highly problematic. For to say that your credence in such a
case should be 0.5 amounts to ignoring the fact that you were extremely confident prior to gaining
E that you have enough fuel to make it to Pittsburgh. But the view that your credence should be
0.5 in Pittsburgh-Hypoxia doesn't just face a problem from Bayesianism. The view is extremely
implausible in its own right! The intuition that your credence should be 0.5 in the original hypoxia
case simply does not carry over to Pittsburgh-Hypoxia and the best version of defeatism should deny
that in Pittsburgh-Hypoxia your credence should be 0.5.
What explanation should the defeatist give about the difference between Hypoxia and
Pittsburgh-Hypoxia? The defeatist intuition is based on the thought that learning that you're
reasoning under conditions in which you're likely to be impaired means that you should distrust
the reasoning done under the conditions in which you're likely to be impaired. If you don't trust the reasoning
you did with evidence E, the natural thing to do is revert to your prior credence in the proposition
in question. 27 In Hypoxia your prior credence was 0.5 and so distrusting the reasoning you did
This way of thinking about things sits well with the sorts of things that people who defend defeatist verdicts say: they
claim that (at least in certain conditions) your credence should equal your expected reliability, where your expected
reliability is defined as (roughly) how likely you think your judgment is to be correct setting aside/bracketing/independently
27
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under hypoxic conditions results in a dramatic reduction of confidence. In Pittsburgh-Hypoxia your
prior was 0.98 and so distrusting the reasoning you did under hypoxic conditions would result in a
very moderate reduction of confidence.
The problem of the priors then is indeed a problem for a very implausible extension of the
defeatist verdict in Hypoxia: namely, the view whenever you get defeating evidence of the hypoxic
variety – you should adopt a 0.5 credence in the proposition in question. The best version of the
view, and the version of the view that corresponds to our intuitions about defeat, is one that takes
our priors into account: it says that in a case in which you learn that you are reasoning under
conditions no-better-than chance conditions, you should adopt your prior credence.
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Bayesianism poses no obvious problem for such a view (for the same reason Bayesianism poses no
problem a view according to which if you hear testimony, update, and then find out that person is
a joker who tells the truth at a rate no better than hance, you should revert to your prior credence).
Third, White (2009) raises a cluster of problems for a Bayesian account of conciliatory views
about peer disagreement (one of which is essentially the problem of the priors discussed above)
which are also taken up in Pittard (2019)). White's arguments rely on some assumptions which
don't carry over to other cases of higher order evidence cases like Hypoxia, and some which I believe
are problematic in their own right.
The assumption that doesn’t generalize is this: If you and I are epistemic peers, and your
expected reliability is r, then Pr(you believe ~P|P) = 1-r and Pr(you believe ~P|~P) = r. However,
when the higher order evidence isn’t “my peer believes ~P” but rather “I am hypoxic” things don’t
work out so neatly. There's no reason to think that if I’ve reached the conclusion that P, Pr(I’m
hypoxic |P) = h and Pr(I’m hypoxic|~P) = 1-h.29

of the reasoning in question. (See e.g. Christensen (2010), Horowitz and Sliwa (2015), Schoenfield (2015a)). In a case like
Pittsburgh-Hypoxia, the reasoning in question is the reasoning done under hypoxic conditions. Setting aside the reasoning
in question, then, you'll think it's highly likely you have enough fuel to make it to Pittsburgh, and so highly likely that
your judgment was correct.
28 What if instead of doing no better than chance, people under hypoxic conditions are right 70% of the time about a
problem like the one you’re considering? Then rather than reverting to your prior, you’d update that prior on the
proposition that a process which is 70% reliable yielded P. So, if, for example, your prior was 0.9, upon considering
the evidence in question you judge that P, and you then learn H* which tells you that people under your conditions
only reach the correct conclusion 70% of the time, your new credence in P will be Pr(P&JP|H) /(Pr(JP|H) =
(.9)(.7)/[(.1)(.3)+(.9)(.7)] = .42/(.42+.18)= .955
29 Let Pr be my probability function upon judging that P and prior to learning about hypoxia and suppose Pr knows
that I judged that P, and is 90% confident that P. Then Pr might be such that: Pr(P) = 0.9, Pr(~P) = .1, Pr(H|P)
=.05 (it's unlikely I have hypoxia if I made a correct judgment) and Pr(H|~P) = .45 (it's much more likely but not
guaranteed that I have hypoxia if I made an incorrect judgment). By Bayes theorem: Pr(P|H) =
Pr(H|P)Pr(P)/[Pr(H|P)Pr(P )+Pr(H|~P)Pr(~P)]. By stipulation Pr(H|P) = .05. Pr(P) =.9, Pr(~P) = .1 and
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The problematic assumption is this: For White, r, my expected reliability, is how confident
I should be in advance that I will arrive at a correct judgment. So if Pr is my prior probability
function (prior to considering the matter), then r = Pr((P&I believe P) V (~P&I believe ~P)). In the
case where you and I are peers, your expected degree of reliability is also r. Now suppose I get
evidence E and judge that P. White assumes that because your expected reliability is r, my credence
in the proposition that you believe ~P should be r. In other words, upon judging that P:
PrJP(you believe ~P|~P&E) = r (p.239).
But this doesn’t follow. For now I know that you have evidence E. If I think E supports P, and I
think it’s more likely than not that you’re rational, then I should now think that it’s less than r likely
that you’ll believe ~P, conditional on ~P. After all, if ~P is true, but E supports P then your
evidence is misleading. My prior estimate that you’ll judge correctly shouldn’t equal my prior
estimate that you’ll judge correctly when you have misleading evidence.
Fourth, Pryor (2013) and White (2006) discuss a Bayesian challenge to defeat for propositions
for which we have immediate justification (justification to believe something that doesn't rely on your
justification to believe anything else). Pryor argues that any view which takes there to be some
class of propositions that are defeasible but for which are justification is immediate will run into
Bayesian challenges. (See Miller (2016) for a response to some of these). Here, I won't be assuming
that the defeatist is a credulist – she may well think that every proposition which is defeasible is one
for which our justification is not immediate in Pryor's sense. So this cluster of worries doesn't apply
to the defeatist I'll be describing.
Summing up: I don't think that the problems that have been raised for the compatibility of
Bayesianism and higher order defeat are decisive. The problem of independence can (potentially)
be solved by appeal to self-locating evidence, the problem of the priors isn't a problem for the most
plausible version of defeatist views, White's arguments concerning disagreement contain some
assumptions which are either problematic in their own right, or that can't be appealed to in cases
of higher order defeat cases that aren't disagreement (like Hypoxoia), and Pryor's "problems for
credulism" is only a problem if the defeatist thinks that the propositions which are subject to higher
order defeat are also ones for which we have immediate justification. Nonetheless, all of these
problems are I believe getting at something. There's a reason people have been suspicious about

Pr(H|~P) = .45. Plugging in these numbers yields Pr(P|H) = 0.5 as the defeatist desires. But it's not the case that
Pr(H|P) = 1-Pr(H|~P) as would be required for White's argument.
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Bayesianism's capacity to account for defeat. And some of the consequences the authors above
have drawn about defeat show up in my own account as well.
Appendix 2: Proofs:
A) Proof that defeatism entails r = h/(h+h'):
The Bayesian defeatist is committed to:
PrJEL(RatEL|H) = 0.5 =

Pr JEL(H|RatEL)Pr JEL(RatEL)
PrJEL(H|RatEL)PrJEL(RatEL)+PrJEL(H|RatE~L)PrJEL(RatE~L)
Recall that we named the terms as follows:
Pr JEL(RatEL) = r
Pr JEL(H|RatEL) = h'
PrJEL(H|RatE~L) = h
So we have that: h'r/(h'r+h(1-r)) = 0.5
For the quotient above to equal 0.5 we need the two summands in the denominator to equal one
another (since the numerator is one of them). So have:
h'r = h(1-r)
h'r = h-hr
h'r+hr =h
r(h'+h) = h
r = h/(h'+h)
B) Proof of Blank Slate and Rationality is Easy
Lemma: Calibrationism
Calibrationism: Where PrJEL is your (rational) credence function upon evaluating evidence E
and judging that it supports L, Pr is your credence function prior to judging that E
supports L, RatEL is the proposition that E supports L and rat is the proposition that you
will correctly judge what your evidence supports:
PrJEL(RatEL) = Pr(rat)
Proof:
Recall that PrJEL(RatEL) =def r and Let r* =def Pr(rat). Then we want to prove that r* = r
Assumption 3 in the description of the hypoxia case says that supposing you make an irrational
judgment, you don't think hypoxia is more likely or less likely conditional on L being rational
(and you judge ~L) than conditional on ~L being rational (and you judge that L). Letting ~JEL
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be the proposition that you judge ~L, and JEL be the proposition that you judge L this means
that:
Pr(H|RatEL&~JEL) = Pr(H|RatE~L& JEL)
By Assumption 2, you're certain that upon considering the evidence you'll judge either that L or
that ~L so we can treat ~JEL (you don't judge that L) as equivalent to ~JEL. And since we're
also assuming that you're certain that the evidence supports one of L or ~L, we can treat
RatE~L as equivalent to ~RatEL. So we have that
(1) Pr(H|RatEL&~JEL) = Pr(H|~RatEL& JEL)
~rat is the proposition that you make an irrational judgment, that is:
~rat = (RatEL&~JEL) V (~RatEL&JEL).
And we have that the two disjuncts are mutually exclusive.
It is a theorem of the probability calculus that if B and C are mutually exclusive and Pr(A|B) =
Pr(A|C), then Pr(A|(BVC) = Pr(A|C) = Pr(A|B).
So by (1) it follows that
(2) Pr(H|~rat) = Pr(H|~RatEL&JEL) = PrJEL(H|~RatEL) = h
And by parallel reasoning from Assumption 4
(3) Pr(H|rat) =h’
Applying the definition of conditional probability to (2) we get:
(4) h = Pr(H&~rat)/Pr(~rat) = Pr(H&~rat)/(1-r*)
And applying it to (3) we get
(5) h' = Pr(H&rat)/Pr(rat) = Pr(H&rat)/r*
From (4) we have:
(6) Pr(H&~rat) = h(1-r*)
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Now, because, prior to making a judgment, you think that if you're under hypoxic conditions you're
no more likely to make a rational judgment than an irrational judgment we have that:
(7) Pr(rat|H) = Pr(~rat|H)
And so:
(8) Pr(rat & H) = Pr(~rat&H)
From (6) and (8) it follows that
(9) Pr(rat & H) = h(1-r*)
Plugging this into (5) we get
(10) h' = h(1-r*)/r*
From (A) we know that the defeatist is committed to:
(11) r =h/(h+h')
Plugging the value of h' from (10) into (11), we get:
(12) r = h/(h+ [h(1-r*)/r*])
Some algebra on (12) yields:
(13) r = r*
Proof that Defeatism Entails Blank Slate
Blank Slate: Pr(RatEL) = 0.5
By Assumption 5, prior to forming a judgment you think you're equally likely to judge rationally
regardless of whether L or ~L is rational given E. So
(14) r* =def Pr(rat) = Pr(JEL|RatEL) = Pr(~JEL|RatE~L)
It is a theorem of the probability calculus that if Pr(A|B) = Pr(~A|~B) then Pr(A|~B) =
Pr(~A|B) = Pr((A&~B) V (~A&B))
So it follows from (14) that
(15)Pr(JEL|RatE~L) = Pr(~JEL|RatE~L) = Pr(I judge irrationally) = 1-r*
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By the theorem of total probability
(16) Pr(JEL) = Pr(JEL|RatEL)Pr(RatEL)+Pr(JEL|RatE~L)Pr(RatE~L)
From (14), (15) and (16):
(17) Pr(JEL) = r*Pr(RatEL) +(1-r*)Pr(RatE~L)
By calibrationism, r = r*. That is:
(18)PrJEL(RatEL) =def r = r*
And assuming the transition between Pr and PrJEL is an instance of conditionalization, PrJEL is
just Pr conditional on JEL.30 So it follows from (18) that:
(19)Pr(RatEL|JEL) = r*
Applying Bayes Theorem to (19) we get:
(20)Pr(JEL|RatEL)Pr(RatEL)/Pr(JEL) = r*
Let x = Pr(RatEL)
Then we have from (14), (17) and (20) that:
(21) r* = r*x/[(r*x)+(1-r*)(1-x)]
We can derive algebraically from (21) that x =def Pr(RatEL) = 0.5
Proof that Defeatism Entails Rationality is Easy
Rationality is Easy: PrJEL(RatEL|JEL) = high and Pr~JEL(RatEL|~JEL) = low
Proof:
Recall that
(22)r* =def Pr(rat) = Pr(RatEL&JEL)+Pr(RatE~L&~JEL)

As mentioned earlier, it's actually irrelevant for our purposes whether the agent gained evidence E, and judged L in
response to it, or was simply made a judgment that E supports L in the absence of evidence E. For simplicity, I'm
going the latter route. We could add a bunch of Es to all the derivations but that would cause needless clutter. So it's
fine assume that all that happened between Pr and PrJEL is that the agent judged that E supports L.
30
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Using the definition of conditional probability it follows that
(23) r* = Pr(RatEL|JEL)Pr(JEL)+Pr(RatE~L|~JEL)Pr(~JEL)
By Calibrationism, r* = r =def Pr(RatEL|JEL), so
(24)Pr(RatEL|JEL) = r*
And plugging this into (23) we get:
(25) r* = r*Pr(JEL)+ Pr(RatE~L|~JEL)Pr(~JEL)
Some algebra yields that r* =Pr(RatE~L|~JEL)
Thus: Pr(RatE~L|~JEL) = r* and Pr(RatEL|JEL) = r*. r* = high by Rational Self-Trust.
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